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IOWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 17
ANNUAL ADDKESS OF THE PRESIDENT.
NEEDED CHANGES IN SCIENTIFIC METHODS.*
BY H. W. NOER1S.
We live in a period that sees Wonderful attainments in sci
ence and art, so that in theory and practice many think the
summum bortum has been reached. It is pre-eminently the age of
science and the application of scientific methods to all phases
of human activity. The forces of nature have been made sub
ject to the will of man. The relations of man to his surround
ings have been carefully considered. The province of human
intellect has been made the ground of scientific investigations.
We now see scientific methods foremost and uppermost, and all
human thought is more or less permeated and even molded by
the new ways of looking at the facts of our experience and rea
son. But with all our enlightenment no other age has equaled
ours in the prevalence of unblushing fraud and boasting
duplicity.
For every skilled specialist in surgery we have a dozen
quacks, whose outrageous pretensions are only equaled by the
astonishingly large patronage of the over-credulous. The rep
utable physician struggles along in his attempts to right the
wrongs of the human body according to the best approved
methods, and too frequently receives as his reward only non-
bankable promises, while Dr. Humbug puts up at the best
hotels, advertises to cure all the ills human flesh is heir to, and
reaps a harvest of shekels. The name of Dr. X's sarsaparilla
is emblazoned along every thoroughfare in the country, and the
* When this address was nearly completed a copy of a recent lecture by President
J. M. Coulter, of Lake Forest University, was received, in which were expressed many
ideas quite similar to some contained in this paper. Wherein the writer has inten
tionally borrowed from President Coulter, due credit has been given.
The Botanical Outlook. An address delivered before the Botanical Seminary of the
University of Nebraska, May 27, 1898.
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merits of the Whoop-up Indian Bitters have even been drama
tized for the stage. But the "regular" physician is held
responsible for the final taking off of the poor dupes who have
resorted to all the patent medicines before consulting the proper
authorities. The discoveries of Edison and other investigators
of nature's forces are quietly revolutionizing our industrial
methods, and we think little of it. But the praises of electric
belts, electric bitters and magnetic oils are sounded in every
hamlet where the public press finds expression. We have seen
in this generation the revival of an old imposture, that travesty
on religion and science, the so-called Christian science. Occa
sionally a new messiah makes his appearance, drawing after
him such throngs as to make the possibility of another Joseph
Smith not an incredible idea. A visit to one of our interstate
or international exhibitions fills us with wonder amounting
almost to awe at the marvelous products of genius, a wonder
exceeded only by that aroused by a perusal of the advertising
columns of our daily papers. That advertising pays cannot be
disputed, but the fact that it does pay is often a serious reflec
tion upon the methods of our mental training. Fence corners
full of abandoned machinery show, among other things, an
unfortunate ignorance of physical laws, and a too-ready accept
ance of golden promises. In spite of our bureaus of animal
industry, the stock raiser still resorts to patent condition pow
ders and hog cholera cures instead of managing his establish
ment on a sanitary basis. We are too much under the impres
sion that everything —life, health and happiness, can be pur
chased with the almighty dollar. So we throw discretion to
the wind and leave the results to the Lord and the doctors.
To-day, as it has always been, empiricism is a great hindrance
to progress. A specific remedy for a specific evil, a lucky dis
covery of certain correlated phenomena, a haphazard experi
menting with fortunate results, have been all too frequently
characteristic of scientific achievements. Great as are the vic
tories science has won in the domains of medicine and the
applied arts, they have not been presented to the great public
as having a rational basis. In fact the leaders in science see
only too dimly the underlying meaning. To many the sole
purpose of research is to turn up to view new facts. Facts are
presented as interesting, or as having a practical bearing, or as
having no bearing at all. The prosaic, dull drudgery of tracing
relationship is omitted. Yet nothing exists out of relationship.
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In the inductive sciences that deal with facts of most
obvious bearings we are magnifying the importance of isolated
details and largely ignoring the idea of relationship. As long
as people fail to understand that nothing is superior to law, so
long may we expect the search for perpetual motion, the elixir
of life and the fabled pot of gold. Metaphysicians tell us that
the idea of cause is intuitive, yet vast numbers of people act as
though cause and effect had no relations whatever in some
realms of human experience. The extraordinary success
attained by many investigators and inventors has produced
a widespread notion that these successful ones are creators
rather than discoverers, and that their genius (so-called) tran
scends common laws. The spirit of speculation so rife in soci
ety at present seems to subsist largely on the idea that the
common laws of experience are often inoperative. Can we
wonder at the enormous sales of patent nostrums as long as
there is a widespread opinion that medical science has no
rational basis? Can we wonder at the successful impositions
of faith-healers and medicine-men when each holder of a phy
sician's diploma is considered a law unto himself, entitled to
experiment athis own sweet will on suffering humanity ? Is it
strange that people fail to be guided by reason when the mate
rials of experience are like so much wind-blown chaff? Says
the worldly-wise man of to-day: "My son, be a freak, an hon
est freak if convenient, but by all means be a freak, for in
freak-ism is success."
I therefore make no apology for presuming to make a plea
for scientific thought. We may indeed be proud of our achieve
ments in science. In this, the latter part of the nineteenth
century, the age of Edison, Pasteur and a host of other inves
tigators, we need make no defense of the position science occu
pies in human thought and action. The air ship, the electric
engine, the dynamite gun, are but faint indications of what is
yet to be accomplished. The triumphs of surgical skill are j ust
begun. We see the forces of nature arrayed against each other
to give a purer atmosphere, a richer soil, a freer life to mankind.
Material considerations outweigh all others in the arena of
public opinion. Some say the world has gone mad with science.
Scientific studies have crowded themselves into the public
schools, colleges and universities in spite of the opposition of
the classics. The children lisp in scientific phrases, and the
old men sigh for the good old times when ignorance was bliss.
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I am neither a prophet nor the son of a prophet, nor am I
related by blood or marriage to any prophet or son of a prophet.
This age may be as badly in need of prophets as any other age,
but what it needs most of all is common sense methods of deal
ing with the problems that confront it. It seems to me we may
profitably spend a little time in the consideration of some of the
bearings of scientific methods on current thought and action.
What is the scientific spirit? Some would say it is the spirit
of the age. But it may well be doubted whether there is such
a thing as a spirit of the age. With people and their wants so
diverse, the general instability of changing institutions make a
universal animating spirit well nigh impossible. But the sci
entific spirit is something definite and characteristic. We may
notice some of the things it is not. It is not the mere seeking
for truth, for many who seek the truth are content with half
truths. It is not enthusiasm, for the enthusiast too often stands
in his own light. It is not the mere collecting of data, for facts
and the records of facts in themselves are well nigh worthless.
The scientific spirit seeks to demonstrate no proposition; it is
not partisan. In short, the man imbued with the scientific spirit
seeks the whole truth in all its relations, and accepts its teach
ings regardless of consequences.
We need to scrutinize very carefully a large amount of the
so called science and scientific methods of to day. The word
scientist, has become a sort of abrakadabra, by means of which
men hope to conjure up the objects of their hopes and desires.
Science is too often interpreted as the triumph of shrewdness
over simplicity, tne hoodwinking of the ignorant and innocent by
the ingenious sharper, or the successful defeat of an opponent
through chicanery. So far is this carried sometimes that we are
ready to paraphrase that famous expression of Madame Roland
and exclaim, "O, science what crimes have been committed in
thy name." Any addition to our knowledge that does not affect
and improve all classes only lowers relatively the under strata
of society; any advance in science which does not adapt itself to
the masses only renders them more helpless in the hands of the
unprincipled but more intelligent. Science and scientific meth
ods are not for the few, but for the many. We must not assume
that scientific methods have no place in common affairs. The
scientific spirit is not a new but an old factor in human pro
gress. Bat we are too much inclined to relegate science and
scientific procedures to the specialist, the scientist, and as the
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specialist and the quack are not distinguishable by the masses
the results are often lamentable.
It is said that the cranks and irrational enthusiasts initiate
all reform, not the sober, scientific minds; that the scientific
mind is conservative and never leads a reform. If this were
true, nevertheless it is always the sober, common- sense ideas
that really accomplish the final good. Reformers are too often
impracticable men. It requires all the best scientific methods
combined with the best judgment to achieve the final results
and eradicate the evils that follow in the wake of every
reformer. We need not so much reformers, for there are
plenty of them, but rather the application of scientific meth
ods to the solving of human problems.
The charge is often made that the theoretical sciences are
not practical; that they have no direct bearing on the pursuit
of health, wealth, and happiness; that they yield no results of
value adequate to the time and labor spent on them. Not long
ago a bright young scientist lamented to me the fact that his
chosen line of work, systematic botany, was so useless, and
that biologists in general contributed nothing to the welfare of
ihe human race. It is said that Louis Agassiz made the pro
fession of naturalist respectable in America. Before his time
it had been barely tolerated. While scientists of to-day are con
sidered equally worthy with other citizens, yet if their labors
do not directly materialize in glittering gold they are every
where confronted with the question, "Of what good is it?"
And, owing to the peculiarities of the questioner, very frequently
no satisfactory answer can be given. But an answer is needed.
The teaching of that only which is directly practical tends
to swamp all progressive ideas. To restrict our energies to
the already known is to degenerate. The cry, ' ' Give us prac
tical studies" is a note of warning. It means stagnating ten
dencies. To concentrate our energies on practical details too
often means to ignore broader relations. We see a wonderful
development of technical schools and appliances for the study
of the applied arts. To many this seems the scientific goal.
Many believe that all our energies should be directed to the
promoting of the applied sciences, and that the day of theoret
ical science is past. So we hear demands for manual training
departments of our public schools; demands that the literary
and general culture of school life shall be minimized for the
enlargement of the practical sciences. We see the young being
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hurried into the trades and specialists sent out who know
nothing but their little tread-mill round of practice. Is it true
that botany, zoology, astronomy, and theoretical chemistry and
physics have no great value, and that aside from their purely
disciplinary effects they might as well be consigned to the
rubbish heap? By many the field of the natural sciences is
regarded as a playground where the mind may relax itself in
intellectual somersaults.
I would not be understood as antagonizing technical schools,
or as depreciating the value of a technical education, but I do
say that a general demand for the practical shows something
wrong in our educational system. Either we are failing to
render the general culture effect of our teaching of much value
or we are holding out false notions as to the practical value of
our studies. I believe the former to be the true cause. We are
not seeking to discipline the mind in proper channels so much
as to fill up the cup of mental capacity with scholastic hodge
podge. The great fault of science in our educational scheme is
not that it is not practical, but that too often it is not much of
anything. We are loading our courses of study with a great
bulk of interesting things, " such as every one ought to know
something about." Look at the program of studies of the
average high school: a term each of botany, zoology, geology,
astronomy, physiology, physics, chemistry, etc. What knowl
edge does the student gain of the inductive methods of study?
Occasionally a little, usually none. What practical ideas does
he acquire? Some, no doubt, yet in the text- books ordinarily
used error is about as conspicuous as truth. If we could con
fine our science teaching in 'the public schools to a year of
physics and an equal amount of some other one science, and
concentrate our energies on quality instead of quantity, method
instead of matter, the good results would be ten- fold what they
are at present. I am confident that in proportion to the time
spent upon it our science teaching yields fewer results than any
other line of public school work. The same criticism may be
applied to many of our higher institutions of learning. It is no
wonder the public calls for something practical.
When the inductive sciences were given such a conspicuous
position in our educational system as they occupy to-day, it
was thought society was in a fair way to free itself from many
errors. But we have too often gone merely from an error to a
blunder. Our college and university training has too often
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concentrated itself on less important details and ignored
broader principles. While it can not be said of many of our
colleges, as was recently said of a leading American univer
sity, that its zoological department had all run to scales and
tail feathers, yet it is true that we are burying relationships
under a bewildering mass of details. It must be confessed that
some of our latest and most improved methods, notably of
those biological studies included under the term morphology,
have a tendency to increase rather than diminish this evil.
There is always the danger of mistaking the means for the end.
The fault of science teaching in our public schools lies in the
fact that the student gains little or no conception of the bear
ing of scientific study on his life. The facts of science are pre
sented as so many isolated entities, interesting or uninteresting
as the case may be. The high school must not be looked at
and judged as a preparatory school for college training, but
as a finishing school for a large part of our school population.
The studies should be arranged not as leading to a college cur
riculum, but as preparing pupils for active life, not by loading
their brains with facts, but by training their mental activities.
In this latter respect high school science makes a lamentable
failure.
I make no tirade against public schools. The fault lies
largely and chiefly with the schools that prepare our teachers
for science teaching, i. e. , our colleges and universities. We
may say the public schools are behind the times in this respect,
and they are merely following the lead of publishers of anti
quated text-books. This may be true, but nevertheless the
evils of science teaching in our high schools are only minia
tures of those that exist so frequently in our colleges.
What do I consider the pre- eminent good to be obtained from
the study of the inductive sciences? To enable the mind to
detect the living truths; to perceive that every effect may be
referred to an appropriate cause; to see that nothing is inde
pendent of relationships; to see that human activities are inti
mately bound up with other activities; and that the individual
is but part of a whole. In other words, to adjust the mind to
the sum total of its environment. When we can once establish
our scientific training on such a basis, empiricism, charlatanism,
and all the frauds that prey on human credulity must beat a
retreat.
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Fellow laborers, we are not doing our duty. We are too
often content with quantity instead of quality. We cover too
much ground and look for premature results. We fail to keep
in mind the great idea, that method is more than matter, that
the result we seek is not accumulation but power, not acquisi
tion but capacity, not bulk but strength. And we also forget
that every scientist is a teacher, whether officially so or not.
I believe that science and scientific study have a direct bearing
on human existence. I believe that the sciences are not merely
interesting, disciplinary as studies, practical when applied in
the industrial arts, but that the more scientific people are the
happier they are, not that they are warmer, or less hungry, or
more intellectual, but that they are better adapted to their sur
roundings. In other words life ought to mean more than strug
gle, acquisition and success, it should mean better relation
ships. I do not believe that the chief end of scientific training
is skill in invention. I do not think the chief business of the
scientist is to produce something practical. This age is pre
eminently practical, and in so far as it is so it depends largely
on scientific methods in vogue. But the satisfaction of bodily
wants and natural ambitions is not the goal of scientific research.
We need not less but more theory with our practice. The man
without a theory is as unbalanced as one with nothing but a
theory. The aim of scientific research is to find the ideal
adjustment of man to his environment, and that relation will
never be attained by purely practical means.
We see to-day an immense number of so-called investigators
engaged in original research. Probably one-half of these know
little or nothing beyond their specialties. Many of them are
engaged in matters of little general import, and see only a very
circumscribed horizon. Many of them are unable to see the
relations of their special studies to anything else. So they
drift into empiricism, narrowness, and dogmatic assertions.
We are teaching men to specialize before they can generalize,
and the results must be unfortunate. A large part of these
investigators are entirely out of place. To become a specialist
in science one must be more than merely able to manipulate a
microscope, or to set up a dynamo, or to mix chemicals without
a disastrous explosion. Whatever may be said pro and con
regarding the old system of industrial apprenticeship, this is
certain, that no one can become a reliable investigator without
a long and laborious service of preparation. We are putting
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the label, investigator, upon too much crude material. To
quote President Coulter: "Teachers assume a serious respon
sibility in urging born hod carriers to become architects. "
I do not wish to be understood as decrying original research
or specialization of studies. On the contrary, I believe every
earnest thinker needs to concentrate his energies now and then
on special investigation, but every act in specialization should
rest on a foundation of broad culture. No scientist should be
content to pass off the field of activity without leaving the store
of human knowledge richer for his having lived. If we consult
the life records of those who have done most to put the various
branches of science on a broad rational basis, we see that they
have been men who have got at the heart of nature through
special investigations. Only those who have labored them
selves can rightly interpret the labors of others. Knowledge
is not the goal. Truth for truth's sake may be good, but not
best. Unrelated ideas are as valueless as mummies buried
beyond all discovery. We are making an egregious mistake
when in our teaching or researches we emphasize a detail here
and a detail there and utterly fail to find any relationships.
Yet this is just what is done over and over again by our so-called
investigators. Year after year they extol their special hobbies
and lament that the world calls them visionary.
I believe in the popularization of science. It would be entirely
out of place for me to assume that any member of this academy
believed in what is known as popular science, which in fact is
usually no science at all. I believe that science should be made
popular, not by prostituting its aims and methods to the pleas
ing of public fancy, but by educating the masses in the methods
and applications of science. Correct thinking is prerequisite
to correct acting. Yet how often do we labor simply to reform
the acting! Comparatively speaking, of what lasting good can
be the triumphs of science of our day if only the purely practi
cal results impress themselves on the public mind? If our dis
coveries, little and big, are to be applied as so many patent
nostrums how meager the results! If the rationale of science is
to be restricted to the sphere of the highly educated classes
and the wonderful results of research are to be regarded as
empirical by the masses, how discouraging the prospect to one
who has at heart the welfare of the whole race ! Pasteur and
others have well nigh succeeded in placing medical science on
a rational basis, yet how few comprehend the actual state of
9
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matters! How many physicians themselves look upon their
profession as founded on empirical data! The failure of the
public to recognize fundamental principles accounts largely for
the success of many of the frauds of our day. We look upon
professional and technical schools as places where the student
gains skill in manipulating and proficiency in experimenting,
and too often that is all they are. The scientist is often justly
accused of isolating himself and his work from the sphere of
human activity, of seeking his little bit of truth merely for the
truth's sake, never dreaming that his greater duty is to relate
himself and his work to the great body of truth. No one has a
natural monopoly on truth any more than on any other reality.
I do not believe in a scientific Olympus where above the clouds
and turmoil of the common place, far from the maddening
crowd, can dwell the votaries of science indifferent to the prob
lems that perplex the masses. If the true aim of scientific
study is to find the ideal adjustment of man to his environment
our present progress in realizing that aim is altogether too
slow and uncertain in comparison with our pretensions. We
must make radical changes in the ways we are presenting the
facts and methods of science to the public.
The observing minds of to-day cannot fail to see that modern
civilization is on the point of some great changes. The first
half of the twentieth century will see enacted what would now
seem subversive of the present best order of things. The
wisdom and folly, success and disaster, attending these changes
will depend largely on the scientific or unscientific means
employed in attaining desired ends. It is basest folly to
attempt to solve society's problems with leaving out of sight
fundamental human laws. There is no true science of sociology
yet formulated. The dictum of the social reformer is the
baldest empiricism. We can never get anywhere by Bellamy
colonies and Brook Farm experiments. Why then advocate
social schemes to which not even the angels in heaven could
conform much less men of flesh and blood? If sociology is
ever to be established on a rational basis it must take man as
he is, and as he has been, a creature of bone and sinew, ever
striving for better conditions and never presenting phenomena
that are independent of natural laws. Sociology can be made
a science only by laborious patient endeavor. Humanity's
problems cannot be solved in a day, nor a year, nor a lifetime-
No one man can solve them. The chemist, the biologist, the
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physicist, the ethnologist, the mechanic, must assist. What a
pathetic spectacle is presented in the charitable and mission
work man is doing for his fellow man. It is the old story of
eradicating one evil and sowing the seeds of a dozen more.
How little of philanthropic work aims at more than alleviating
present conditions! Were it not for the fact that in some
instances, and they are all too few, the highest of scientific attain
ments are being directed toward studying and correlating the
fundamental laws of society for the purpose of establishing abid
ing criteria of action I should deem the field of social reform
utterly hopeless. We evidently need not so much a change of
method here as a change from no method at all to a scientific
method.
The scientific world stands committed to the theory of
evolution, for by no other can the existing order of things be
explained, even though much is as yet unexplained. It is the
only thing that can bind our scientific knowledge into a coher
ing whole. Any ignoring of it plunges into deepest empiri
cism. The ideas of growth, development, change from simple
to complex, and resulting inter-relationships are extremely
vague in popular thought. Particular modes of procedure are
often mistaken for general principles, this or that theory for a
law. One of the greatest obstacles that the theory of evolution,
the only real interpreter of facts, has had to contend with has
been and is now the widespread belief in infallibility—infallibility
of all knowledge. Yet no more important truth needs to be
learned than that the wisdom of to-day may become the folly of
to-morrow. A change in belief is too often mistaken for an
exchange of an old for a new dogma. The fact that scientific
theories and knowledge in the year 1^96 are not like those in
the year 1859 constrains many, particularly those of a theolog
ical bias, to deny any truth in either. Nor do many scientists
place themselves in any more commendable attitude. Some of
our scientists give evidence of as intolerant a dogmatism as
ever disgraced ecclesiastical history. The man who assumes
infallibility of scientific knowledge, in whole or in part, thereby
puts himself beyond the pale of truth seeking.
President Coulter notices among botanists of to-day several
bad tendencies. Some of them have so wide an application
that I may use them in recapitulating my preceding statements:
1. The tendency to narrowness. This is shown in the magnifica
tion of details, and minimizing of relationships; in the failure
11
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to recognize the applications of science in whole or in part. 2.
The tendency to certainty—dogmatism, infallibility. This reaches
its culmination in the balancing of a scientific chip on the
shoulder. 3. The tendency to mistake acquisition for the power to do
something. This is profoundly characteristic of science teaching
in our educational system. 4. The tendency to immature research
— dilettantism. To which I would add: 5. The tendency to
Phariseeism; the scorning of all not scientists; a holier-than-
thou attitude that puts the possessor out of touch with human
struggle; the despising of all efforts that are not of a certain
superfine order; lack of charity for fellow scientists; criticism of
every man's honest endeavor. 6. The tendency to minimize
theoretical considerations; the cry for the practical.
It is obvious that these tendencies cannot fail to create a
feeling in popular thought of distrust, contempt, and disregard
of science and scientific methods. The effect on the scientist
is stultifying, narrowing, dogmatizing. The worst result will be
that progress in solving humanity's problems will be retarded.
Every tendency to restrict the application of scientific methods
is detrimental to progress.
I believe that science and the methods of science must take
in the future a greater share in shaping the destiny of the race
than they have in the past, not so conspicuous perhaps, but
none the less real. I believe most profoundly in an earthly
order founded on a scientific basis. I see no other hope for
society. I am not visionary. Hence I can make no forecast of
a rainbow-tinted land of promise, wherein the plutocratic lion
deals with the democratic lamb on a strictly scientific basis.
Scientific method is not a universal panacea. But the problems
that perplex humanity will be settled justly only as they are
approached from a rational standpoint,
I am not pessimistic as to the future of science. But the
best results will not be achieved unless some of our methods
are radically changed. Materialism and philosophic nihilism
are no bugbears to me. Though science and scientific methods
cannot make a perfect humanity, any attempt to solve the
problem by ignoring science is basest folly. I believe the day
will come when empiricism and its twin brother dogmatism will
yield the field to the scientific spirit. Speed the day !
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